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Abstract 

There has been extensive research of developing the con- 
troller for a mobile robot Especially, several researchers have 
constructed the mobile robot controller that can avoid obsta- 
cles, evade predators, or catch moving prey by evolutionary 
algorithms such as genetic algorithm and genetic program- 
ming. In this line of research. we also presented a method 
of applying CAM-Brain. evolved neural networks based on 
cellular automata (CA), to control a mobile robot. However, 
this approach has a limitation to make the robot to perform 
appropriate behavior in complex environments. In this pa- 
per, we have attempted to solve this problem by combining 
several modules evolved to do a simple behavior by rule- 
based approach. Experimental results show that this approach 
has possibility to develop a sophisticated neural controller for 
complex environmens. 

lhtroduction 

There are many studies of constructing mobile robot con- 
troller with different approaches such as evolving neural net- 
work by genetic algorithm [I], using genetic programming 
[21, combining fuzzy controller with genetic algorithm 131 
and programming [41. In previous work (51, we introduced 
CAM-Brain, evolved neural networks based on cellular au- 
tomata [5,61, and applied it to controlling a mobile robot. 

However, the controller composed of one module has a 
difficulty to make the robot to perform complex behavior. To 
overcome this shortcoming, some researchers combine sev- 
eral modules evolved or programmed to a simple behavior 
such as “go straight“, “avoid obstacles”, “seek object”, and so 
on. They expect the controller combined with several mod- 
ules can do complex behaviors [4,7,8]. 

In this paper, we also attempt to combine several neural 
networks for solving this problem. Each neural network can 
be evolved or programmed. Evolved neural network is based 
on CAM-Brain model, and a programmed module controls 
the robot directly. We apply rule-based method to combine 
modules and control a mobile robot in several environments. 

The rest of this paper briefly introduces CAM-Brain 
model and basic behaviors, and presents the combining 
method in detail. The detailed description of simulation fol- 
lows, and the results of simulation is given. 

ZNeural Networks Evolved on CA 

CAM-Brain is a model based on CA which can show com- 
plicated behavior by combining simple rules, and developed 
by i$ own chromosome that has information about CA-cell 
structure. One chromosome is mapped to exactly one neural 
network module. Therefore, with genetic algorithm working 
on this chromosome, it is possible to evolve and adapt the 
structure of the neural network for a specific task. It is the 
basic idea of CAM-Brain that brain-like system can be made 
by combining many neural network modules of various func- 
tions [5,6]. This section illustrates a design of CA-space for 
developing a neural network module. 

2.1.CoDi Model 

CAM-Brain’s neural network strnctnre composed of 
blank, neuron, axon and dendrite is grown inside 2-D or 3- 
D CA-space by state, neighborhoods and rules encoded by 
chromosome. If cell state is blank, it represents empty space 
and cannot transmit any signals. Neuron cell collects signals 
from surrounding dendrite cells which are accumulated. If the 
sum of collected signals is greater than threshold, neuron cells 
send them to surrounding axon cells. Axon cell sends signals 
received from neurons to the neighborhwd cells. Dendrite 
cell collects signals from neighborhood cells and passes them 
to the connected neuron in the end [S ,  61. 

2.Z.Growth Phase 

The growth phase organizes neural structure and makes 
the signal trails among neurons. First. a chromosome is ran- 
domly made and the states of all cells are initialized as blank. 
At this point some of the cells are specified as neuron with 
some probability. Then, a neuron cell sends axon and den- 
drite growth signals to the direction decided by chromosome. 
Axon growth signal is sent to two directions and dendrite 
growth signal is sent to the other remaining directions. Next 
the blank cell received growth signal changes to axon or den- 
drite cell according lo the type of growth signal. It sends the 
signals received from other cells to the direction determined 
by chromosome. Finally, repeating this process, the neural 
network is obtained when the state of every cell changes no 
longer. 
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(a) 1st step 

(e) 3rd step 

(b) 2nd step 

(d) 4th step 

Figure 1: Growth phase. (a) Black arrow represent, signaling 
direction determined by chromosome, and a neuron is located 
in (z2, y2). (h) The neuron sends growth signals. (c) The 
cell state is decided according to the type of growth signals. 
(d) Propagating growth signals, blank cells become axon or 
dendrite. 

Figure 1 shows the growing process in 4 x 4 2-D CA- 
space. In this figure, the cell which has oblique lines is blank 
cell, and the black arrows show the direction of signaling de- 
cided by chromosome. Figure l(a) shows the process of seed- 
ing a neuron in blank cells, where a neuron is located in (Q, 
yz). Figure l(b) shows that the neuron cell sends growth sig- 
nal to surrounding cells. Figure l(c) shows the cell state is 
changed by growth signal. Figure l(d) shows that blank cells 
grow into axon or dendrite. In a neuron, the dendrite collect,, 
signals and sends to the neuron, and the axon distributes sig- 
nals originated from the neuron. 

2.3.Signaling Phase 

Signaling pha$e transmits the signal from input to output 
cells continuously. The trails of signaling are transmitted with 
evolved structure at the growth phaqe. Each cell plays a dif- 
ferent role according to the type of cells. If the cell type is 
neuron, it get. the signal from connected dendrite cells and 
gives the signal to neighborhood axon cells when the sum of 
signals is greater than threshold. If the cell type is dendrite, it 

collects data from the faced cells and eventually passes them 
to the neuron body. If the cell type is axon, it distributes data 
originating from the neuron body. 

The position of input and output cells in CA-space is de- 
cided in advance. At first, if input cells produce the signal, 
it is sent to the faced axon cells, which distribute that signal. 
Then, neighborhood dendrite cells belonged to other neurons 
collect and send this signal to the connected neurons. The 
neurons that have received the signal from dendrite cells send 
it to axon cells. Finally, dendrite cells of output neuron re- 
ceive and send this signal to the output neurons. Output value 
can beobtained fromoutputneurons. During signaling phase, 
the fimess is evaluated by the output in this process. Figure 
2 shows the process of signaling after neuron, axon and den- 
drite have been made. 

DLstElbuUng rlgndr 

Figure 2 Signaling phase. 

2.4.Evolution of CAM-Brain 

In general, simple genetic algorithm generates the popu- 
lation of individuals and evolves them with genetic operators 
such as selection, mutation, and crossover 191. We have used 
the genetic algorithm to search the optimal neural network. 
At first, a half of the population that has better fitness value 
is selected to produce new population. Two individuals in 
the new population are randomly selected and parts of them 
are exchanged by one-point crossover. The crossover is oc- 
curred at the same position in the chromosomes to maintain 
the same length in chromosomes. Mutation is operated in the 
segment of chromosome. The genetic algorithm generater a 
new population from the fittest individuals on the given prob- 
lem. Figure 3 shows the evolution process of CAM-Brain. 

3.Integration of Neural Networks 

High and complex behaviors are made by combining low 
and simple behaviors. In this section, basis behaviors and the 
IF-THEN rules of combining them are described. 
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Figure 3: The evolution process of CAM-Brain. 

3.1.Basis Behaviors 

In this paper, four basis behaviors are defined as follows. 

0 Battery Recharge : If a robot arrives at battery 
recharge area, battery is recharged. This module en- 
ables the robot to operate as long as possible. 

0 Follow Light : The robot goes to stronger light. It mnst 
operate this module to go to the “Battery Recharge” 
area because the light source exists in that area. 

Avoid Obstacles : If the obstacles exist around the 
robot, it avoids obstacles without bumping against 
them. This module enables it to go to “Battery 
Recharge” area safely by avoiding obstacles. 

0 Go Ahead : If there is nothing around the robot, it 
goes ahead. This module makes it to move continu- 
ously without stopping. 

These basis behaviors are needed to adapt to given envi- 
ronmenLs shown in Figure 4. In order to live for a long time in 
a given environment the robot avoids bumping against obsta- 
cles and goes to the “Battery Recharge” area for recharging 
battery occasionally. 

3.2.Combining with IF-THEN Rules 

Biology gives us a reason of combining the modules. 
Hence, we use IF-THEN rules for combining the four basis 
behaviors properly. Using IF-THEN rules, we can decide an 
operating module according to situation of the robot which is 
judged by sensor values of it. We expect that this approach 
adapts to a given environment if the rules are defined well. 

The rules used in this paper are as follows. 

Light 

Battery 
Rechasge 
Arm 

Figure 4 Simulation environments 

IF (“Battery Recharge” area) 

ELSE 
Execute Battery Recharge module 

IF (Battery sensor < a) AND 
(Minimum value of light sensors <= 7) 
IF (Maximum value of distance sensors <= PI) 

ELSE 
Execute Follow Light module 

Execute Avoid Obstacles module 
ELSE 

IF (Maximum value of distance sensors <= p2) 

ELSE 
Execute Go Ahead module 

Execute Avoid Obstacles module 

The process of operating modules works well because 
these rules are very simple and clear. In these rules, constant$ 
are defined as follows. 

a : If battery sensor value is less than a, battery is 
needed to recharging. 

81 and : If the maximum values of distance sensors 
are larger than 01 and a, the robot perceives obstacles. 

7 : If the minimum values of light sensor is less than y. 
the robot perceives light. 

The robot moves differently according to these constant 
values. For example, the robot moves around “Battery 
Recharge” area if a is large, while the robot consumes the 
battery before reaching the “Battery Recharge” area if it is 
small. Also, if 0 is large, the robot bumps against the obsta- 
cles frequently and if 7 is very small, the robot far from light 
source cannot perceive “Battery Recharge” area. 
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4.Smulation Results 

4.l.Bebavior-based Robot: Khepera 

Khepera robot contains 8 infrared sensors to detect by re- 
flection the proximity of objects in front of it, behind it, and 
to the tight and the left sides of it, and to measure the level 
of ambient light all around the robot. Also, the robot has two 
motors to control the left and right wheels. Khepera simulator 
also features the ability to drive a real Khepera robot, so that 
we can very easily transfer the simulation results to the real 
robot [2, 3, 41. We have modified the Khepera simulator for 
the purpose of our experiment$. Figure. 5 shows the khepera 
robot. 

Figure 5: Kheperarobot. (a) robot. (b) simulator. 

4.2.Basis Modules 

The modules arc iwo kinds. One is programmed modules 
such as “Battery Recharge” and “Go Ahead”, and the other 
is evolved CAM-Brain modules such a$ “Follow Light” and 
“Avoid Obstacles”. 

4.2.1:‘Battery Recharge” Module 

“Battery Recharge” module is programmed because this 
behavior is very simple. Algorithm of this module is that 
the agents recharge battery if it is in the “Battery Recharge” 
area shown in Figure 4. We can decide whether it is in “Bat- 
tery Recharge” area or not by meawing the distance from 
the light source to the location of robot. This method has a 
problem in real world because x-y coordinate values are not 
available. In this case, we can use another sensor which can 
recognize floor painted black [l]. 

43.2.”Go Ahead” Module 

This module is also programmed. If there is nothing 
around the robot, it goes ahead. This module is made by con- 

trolling the velocity of the left and tight wheels. The vclocity 
of left and right wheels is fixed as 5. Figure 6 shows the tra- 
jectory of the robot when this module operates. 

Figure 6: The trajectory of the robot when “Go Ahead” mod- 
ule operates. 

4.23.Tollow Light” Module 

“Follow Light”modu1e is evolved to go to the light source. 
The light source tells the robot about “Battery Rcchargc” 
area. Input values of CAM-Brain module are light scnsor 
values of the robot. The fitness value is defined as follows. 

Fitness = s * (1 - v‘V) * (c * D) (1) 

S : Average speed of the two wheels 
V : Difference between the velocity of two wheels 
c : 1, if the robot does not hump against obstacles 

D : Distance from the robot IO the goal position 
1/2, otherwise 

The fitness evaluation leads the robot to go straight quickly 
and reach nearby the light source. Population size is 50 and 
the fimess of individual is computed by the average of four 
experiments. Of course, the direction of the robot is differcnt 
in each time. Figure 7(a) and (b) show the change of ihc 
best and average fimesses respectively. Figure 8 shows the 
trajectory of the evolved robot. Figure 8(a), (b), (e) and (d) 
show the trajectory of the robot when the angle is 0, 90, 180 
and 270 degrees, respectively. 

4.2.4.“Avoid Obstacles” Module 

We evolve this module incrementally, because the behav- 
ior, avoid bumping against obstacles, is very complex and dif- 
ficult to evolve. Incremental evolution approach is expected 
to evolve controller to do complex behavior efficiently. We 
use this module developed in our previous work 151. Figure 
9 shows the trajectory of this module when the robot avoids 
bumping against various obstacles. 
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Figure 7:  The change of the fitness. (a) Best fitness. (b) 
Average Fitness. 

4.3.Combined Modules 

Combining four baqis behaviors using IF-THEN rules ex- 
plained at previous section, the controller shows more com- 
plex behaviors. We simulate this approach in modified Khep- 
era simulator. We select the operating module by rules and 
sensor values of the robot. After selected basis behavior is 
operated, another module is selected by them. Repeating 
this process the robot moves. Figure 10 shows the trajec- 
tory of the robot by combined controller in a given environ- 
ment. According to starting position of the robot, the @a- 
jectory and moving behavior are different. Battery decreases 
whenever the robot moves and battery becomes 2500 when 
it is recharged : the robot can move without recharging for 
2500 times. a is 2/3 of the maximum battery, (31 is 200, and 

is 250. Figure IO(a), (b), and (c) move for 5000, 14000, 
and 10000 time steps, respectively. 

5.Concluding Remarks 

This paper has attempted to combine several modules 
evolved or programmed to simple basis behavior and apply it 
to control a mobile robot in a complex environment. It is dif- 
ficult to evolve controller to adapt to a complex environment. 

Figure 8: The trajectory of the successful robot. (a) 0 degrcc. 
(b) 90 degrees. (c) 180 degrees. (d) 270 degrees. 

Therefore, this paper has combined multi-modules evolved 
using IF-THEN rules and showed the result of simulation. 
However, this approach is very simple and insufficient. More- 
over, it ha$ difficulty to determine the optimal rules varying 
the constant values. In summary, this paper shows the fea- 
sibility of combining multiple CAM-Brain modules evolved 
and programmed. 

Figure 9: The trajectory of the robot when avoiding various 
obstacles. 
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Figure 10  The trajectory of the robot according to starting 
position of the robot. 
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